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and Zn+1 is any of the other neighbors with probability1� + ln � 1 :If eZn is not a neighbor of Zn (i.e. the edge (Zn; eZn) is losed) then Zn+1 is hosen among theneighbors of Zn with equal probabilities. This is a random walk with bias to the right, wherethe strength of the bias is given by the parameter �. To our best knowledge, the �rst authorswho onsidered this model are M. Barma and D. Dhar in [3℄.Let ! be the perolation on�guration. We write P �! for the onditional law of the randomwalk given !, and P�;� for the joint distribution of (!; (Zn)n=1;2;:::). P�;� restrited to (Zn)n=1;2;:::is the law of the walk averaged over the realizations of the perolation on�guration.Our main result is the following theorem, whih proves part of the preditions of [3℄.Theorem 1. For every p 2 (p; 1), there exist 1 < �` � �u <1 suh that if 1 < � < �` thenlimn!1 Xnn > 0 P�;�{a.s.and if � > �u then limn!1 Xnn = 0 P�;�{a.s.The following onjeture goes bak to [3℄.Conjeture 1. The statements of Theorem 1 hold with �rit := �` = �u:While there is a large physis literature on this model, as, for instane, [3, 9, 10℄, there arefew mathematial results. The biased random walk on the perolation luster is a random walkin a random environment on Z2. There has been remarkable reent progress on laws of largenumbers for random walk in dependent random environments, see [8, 20, 21℄. However, in allof these papers, there are boundedness assumptions on the transition probabilities whih areviolated in our ase.In ontrast to the biased ase, simple random walks on perolation lusters were investigatedin the probability literature for some time. The �rst work on the subjet was done By Grimmett,Kesten and Zhang [14℄, where they proved that simple random walk on superritial perolationlusters in Zd is transient for d � 3. Other papers inlude [6℄, [15℄, [16℄, [1℄, [5℄.In order to prove that there is a positive speed regime, we �rst assume that p is lose enoughto 1 and show the following.Proposition 2. For every p lose enough to 1, there exists �` > 1 suh that if � < �` thenlimn!1 Xnn > 0 P�;�{a.s. (1)2



The paper is organized as follows. Setions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 are devoted to the proofof Proposition 2. Using renormalization arguments we show in Setion 8 that the statement ofProposition 2 holds for every p > p. In Setion 9, we de�ne �u and show that for p > p and� > �u, the speed is zero. In fat, our �u is the predited value of �rit in Conjeture 1, see [3℄.The proofs in this setion arry over to the multidimensional ase, i.e. to biased random walkson superritial perolation lusters in Zd, d � 2.While �nishing this paper, we learned that A. S. Sznitman has independently obtainedresults similar to ours. In [22℄, he investigates biased random walks on superritial perolationlusters in Zd, d � 2, where the transition probabilities orrespond to weights given by salarproduts with a diretion vetor. He shows the analogue of Theorem 1 and obtains a CLT in thepositive speed regime. While both [22℄ and this paper use a regeneration struture to derive themain results, the tehniques of the two papers are quite di�erent. Sznitman uses very preiseinformation about the random walk and its analytial properties, while our approah uses moredetailed information about the perolation luster.AknowledgmentWe thank Alan Hammond and Manjunath Krishnapur for useful disus-sions. We also thank the referee for helpful omments on the �rst version of the paper.2 A positivity riterion for the speedIn order to simplify the arguments, we will without loss of generality ondition, throughout theproof, on the event that the origin is in the in�nite luster on the left half{plane, i.e. on theevent that there is an in�nite luster on f(x; y) : x � 0g and that the origin is in this in�niteluster. This event has positive probability: in fat, due to the results of [4℄, the probability thatthere is an in�nite luster on the left half{plane equals 1 whenever p > p (see also [13℄). Denotethe orresponding probability measure on perolation on�gurations by bPp, and the resultingjoint law of (!; (Zn)n=1;2;:::) by P� .Remark 1. Assume that the origin is not in the in�nite luster on the left half{plane. Take anarbitrary vertex z whih is in the in�nite luster to its left. Then there is a �nite open path �onneting z to the origin. If the statements in Theorem 1 hold almost surely for the randomwalk starting from z, then they also hold almost surely for the random walk starting from theorigin, sine starting from z, we have a positive probability to go to the origin.We give a riterion whih will later be used to show that the speed is stritly positive for �small enough. We will prove in Lemma 6 and Lemma 13 thatlimn!1Xn =1 P�{a.s. (2)3



Figure 1: Traps in the perolation luster, p = 0:9. Verties are represented by squares. Badverties are shaded. Marked are the losed dual bondsWe all n > 0 a fresh epoh if Xn > Xk for all k < n and we all n a regeneration epohif, in addition, Xk > Xn for all k > n. Let the regeneration epohs be 0 = R0 < R1 < R2 < : : :.Exatly as in [18℄, one shows that there are, P�{a.s., in�nitely many regeneration epohs andthat the time di�erenes (Ri+1 � Ri)i=1;2;3;::: and the inrements between regeneration epohs(XRi+1 � XRi)i=1;2;3;::: are i.i.d. sequenes under P�. Standard arguments then imply that ifE�(R2 �R1) <1, then limn!1 Xnn = E�(XR2 �XR1)E�(R2 �R1) > 0 P�{a.s. (3)3 An exponential bound on the size of trapsWe use the following deomposition of the perolation luster into good and bad points. Thede�nition of a good point might seem arti�ial at �rst sight, but the results of Setions 4 and 5will larify the hoie of this de�nition.De�nition 1. A point z = (x; y) 2 Z2 is good if there exists an in�nite path fz0 = z; z1 =(x1; y1); z2 = (x2; y2); :::g suh that for k = 1; 2; 3; : : :,(A) jyk � yk�1j = 1 and xk � xk�1 = 1.(B) The edges f(xk�1; yk�1); (xk; yk�1)g and f(xk; yk�1); (xk; yk)g are open.4
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Figure 2: The unique ontour around an even trap in the even lattie. Verties of the evenlattie are represented as squares. Marked are the dual bonds.Denote the in�nite luster by I and the set of good verties by J . A vertex z is bad if z 2 Iand z is not good. Conneted omponents of I n J will be alled traps (see Figure 1). For avertex v, let C(v) be the trap ontaining v. (C(v) is empty if v is a good point.) The length ofa trap T is L(T ) = supfjx1 � x2j : 9y1; y2 suh that (x1; y1) 2 T and (x2; y2) 2 Tgand the width isW (T ) = supfjy1 � y2j : 9x1; x2 suh that (x1; y1) 2 T and (x2; y2) 2 TgIf T is empty, then we take L(T ) = W (T ) = 0. For onveniene, we will use the notation L(v)for L(C(v)) and W (v) for W (C(v)).Lemma 1. For every p lose enough to 1, there exists � = �(p) < 1 suh that bPp(L(0) � n) � �nand bPp(W (0) � n) � �n for every n. Further, limp!1 �(p) = 0.Proof. Call two verties even{onneted if ku�wk1 = 2. That is, (x; y) and (x0; y0) are even{onneted if either jx � x0j = jy � y0j = 1 or (jx� x0j; jy � y0j) = (0; 2) or (jx� x0j; jy � y0j) =(2; 0). We de�ne the even trap Ce(v) of a point v as the even{onneted omponent of badpoints v0 with kv0k1 � kvk1 mod 2;ontaining v. In partiular, all points v0 in C(v) withkv0k1 � kvk1 mod 25



are also in the even trap of v (but the even trap may ontain additional points not in C(v)).The following is obvious.Fat 1. Every vertex in C(0) is either an element of Ce(0) or a neighbor of a vertex in Ce(0).In partiular, L(0) � L(Ce(0)) + 2 and W (0) �W (Ce(0)) + 2.Thanks to Fat 1, we only need to give exponential bounds to L(Ce(0)) and to W (Ce(0)).Consider the following perolation model on the even lattie (i.e. the lattie whose verties arefv 2 Z2 : kvk1 is eveng and whih has an undireted edge between every (x; y) and (x0; y0) suhthat jx� x0j = jy� y0j = 1): The bond between (x; y) and (x+1; y� 1) is open if and only if inthe original model the edges f(x; y); (x+1; y)g and f(x+1; y); (x+1; y�1)g are open. This is amodel of dependent oriented perolation, and we denote the orresponding probability measureby Pp;oriented.Let p0 be lose to 1. By the results in [17℄, there exists p < 1 suh that Pp;oriented dominatesi.i.d. bond perolation with parameter p0 on the even lattie. Consider Ce(0) in the even lattie.Let the outer boundary of a set of verties be the set of all edges whih have one vertex in theset and one in the omplement. The outer boundary an be identi�ed with a ontour in the duallattie (see Figure 2). Hene, the number of outer boundaries of size n is bounded by exp(O(n))(eah ontour, whih needs not to be simply onneted, an be identi�ed with a random walkpath). By an argument similar to that of [12℄ p. 1026, at least half of the edges in the outerboundary of Ce(0) are losed (in Figure 2, these are the boundary edges marked with a \C").Therefore, if p0 is lose enough to 1, L(Ce(0)) and W (Ce(0)) have the desired exponential tailwith respet to i.i.d. bond perolation with parameter p0 on the even lattie, hene also withrespet to Pp;oriented.4 Bound for bak{stepping from a good vertexThe following simple observation is essential to the proof. Let H(n) be the �{�eld generatedby the history of the random walk until time n, i. e. H(n) = �(fZ0 = 0; Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zng).Let P �!;H(n) be the onditional distribution of P �! , given H(n), and P�H(n) be the onditionaldistribution of P� , given H(n). De�ne �n(X) = minfi > n : Xn = Xg. In order not to overloadthe notations, in many plaes throughout the setion we hose to omit the integer brakets, e.g.we write `=3 instead of [`=3℄.Lemma 2. There exists D0 = D0(�) suh that for every ` = 1; 2; 3; : : : and for every on�guration6



! suh that z = (x; y) is a good point,P �!;H(n)(�n(Xn � `) � �n(Xn + `=3)jZn = z) < D0��`=3:Proof. The transition probabilities an be desribed with the following eletrial network: Givea weight to eah open edge e: if e = f(x; y); (x + 1; y)g then e has weight w(e) = �x+1, and ife = f(x; y); (x; y � 1)g then e has weight w(e) = �x. If e is losed, then its weight is 0. Therandom walk (Zn) has transition probabilities proportional to the weights of the edges from avertex. For bakground on the desription of reversible Markov hains as eletrial networks,we refer to [11℄ and to [19℄.The following fat is well known, but for the onveniene of the reader we will reall its proof.Fat 2. Let G be a �nite eletrial network, and let A and B be disjoint sets of verties in G.Let z be a vertex in G, and let �(z ! A) (resp. �(z ! B)) be the hitting time of A (resp. B)for a walk starting at z. Let Cz;A (resp. Cz;B) be the e�etive ondutane between z and A(resp. B). Then, P (�(z ! B) < �(z ! A)) � Cz;BCz;A : (4)Proof. Let �(z) be the sum of the weights of all edges ontaining z. Let uj be the loation of thewalker at time j. Let ki be the i{th time the walk returns to z (i.e. k0 = 0, and ki+1 = �ki(z)).We all the interval [ki�i; ki � 1℄ the i{th exursion. For a set D � G, let V (i;D) be the eventthat the walker visits D during the i{th exursion. Then, for every i,P (V (i;D)) = Cz;D�(z) : (5)(see e.g. equation (2.4) of [19℄). By (5), for every i,P (V (i; B)jV (i; A [B)) = Cz;BCz;A[B :In partiular, deomposing the sequene of exursions aording to the �rst visit to A [B andusing the fat that the exursions are i.i.d., we getP (�(z ! B) < �(z ! A) ) � Cz;BCz;A[B � Cz;BCz;A :Consider the box B = [x� `; x+ `=3℄ � [y � �2`=3; y + �2`=3℄. In view of Fat 2, we need toestimate the e�etive ondutanes between z and the fae B+ = fx+`=3g� [y��2`=3; y+�2`=3℄and between z and the rest of the boundary of the retangle.7



1. Cz;B+ is bounded from below by the ondutane of the good path from z to B+, whihis at least D1�x for some D1 = D1(�).2. Consider B� = fx � `g � [y � �2`=3; y + �2`=3℄. The ondutane Cz;B� is bounded fromabove by the sum of the weights w(u; u + (1; 0)) for u 2 B�. But for every suh u,w(u; u+(1; 0)) � �x�`+1 (with inequality beause the weight is zero if the edge is losed),and there are 2�2`=3 suh edges. Therefore Cz;B� � D2�x � ��`=3 for some D2 = D2(�).3. Consider B�1 = [x � `; x + `=3℄ � fy � �2`=3g and B�2 = [x� `; x + `=3℄ � fy + �2`=3g. ByNash{Williams' inequality (equation (2.15) on page 38 of [19℄),Cz;B�j � ��2`=3 x�1+`=3Xi=x�` �i+1 � D3�x � ��`=3for some D3 = D3(�).From 1., 2. and 3. we see, using (4), that the probability to exit B not through B+ is at mostO(��`=3).The following lemma gives a bound for the probability of bak{stepping from a good pointat a fresh epoh. Reall that n > 0 is a fresh epoh if Xn > Xk for all k < n.Lemma 3. Assume that p is lose enough to 1. Let G(z) be the event that z is a good pointand let F (n) be the event that n is a fresh epoh. Then there exists K = K(�; p) suh that forevery ` = 1; 2; : : :,P�H(n)(there is an m � n suh that Xm � x� `) jZn = z; F (n); G(z) ) � K��p`=K ; P�{a.s.To prove Lemma 3, we will use the following lemma:Lemma 4. In the notations of Lemma 2, let � 0n(X) be the �rst fresh epoh, later than n, suhthat the random walk hits a good point whose �rst oordinate is larger or equal to X. Then,there exists a onstant D = D(�; p) suh that for every ` = 1; 2; : : :,P�H(n)��n(Xn � `) < � 0n(Xn + `=6) ����Zn = z;G(z); max0�i�nXi < Xn +p`� � D��p`=D; P�{a.s.In partiular,P�H(n)(�n(Xn � `) < � 0n(Xn + `=6) jZn = z; F (n); G(z) ) � D��p`=D; P�{a.s. (6)8



Proof. For i = 1; : : : ; [p`=6℄, let ti = �n(Xn + ip`). For onveniene, if ti = 1 then we saythat Zti =1 and Zti is not a good point. We de�ne the right hand trap (resp. right handeven trap) of a bad point z = (x; y) to be the onneted omponent (resp. even onnetedomponent) of bad points z0 = (x0; y0) suh that x0 � x, ontaining z. The right hand even trapof a point z will be denoted by RT(z). Let L(RT(z)) be the length of the (right hand even) trapRT(z). If z is a good point then we say that L(RT(z)) = 0.Claim 3. For z = (x; y), let !l(z) be the on�guration of all edges to the left of the lineLx = f(x; ey)jey 2 Zg, and let !r(z) be the on�guration of all edges to the right of Lx, inludingthe vertial edges on the line Lx. For � as in Lemma 1, and k = 1; 2; : : :,bPp (L(RT(z)) � k j !l(z)) � �k; bPp{a.s. (7)In partiular, bPp (G(z) j !l(z) ) � 1� �; bPp{a.s. (8)Proof. Sine we ondition on the origin being in the in�nite luster on the left half{plane, theevent fL(RT(z)) � kg is independent of !l(z) and the laim follows from the proof of Lemma1. We want to estimate the probability of the following event: There exists some 1 � i � [p`=6℄suh that ti < �n(Xn � `) and the point Zti is good. By (7), for every i, onditioned on ti <1,P�H(ti)�L(RT(Zti)) � 12p`� � � 12p`; P�{a.s. (9)Using (8), again onditioned on ti <1, yieldsP�H(ti)�G(Zti) ����L(RT(Zj)) < 12p` for all 1 � j < i� � 1� �; P�{a.s. (10)sine we ondition on an event whih is measurable with respet to !l. The lemma now followsfrom Lemma 2, (9) and (10).Proof of Lemma 3. Lemma 3 now follows from (6) in Lemma 4 by iterating.5 An a priori boundIn this setion we show an a priori bound for the distane the random walk goes to the right.
9



Lemma 5. If p is lose enough to 1, then for � > 1 lose enough to 1, there exists a onstantC suh that for every n large enough,P�(Xn � Cn 110 ) � n�2:In order to prove Lemma 5 we will give an estimate on the number of distint sites visitedby the random walk.De�nition 2. For a trap T , the size of T is S(T ) = L(T ) +W (T ).Claim 4. Let T be a trap of size at most s, and let z = (x; y) 2 T . Let�(s) = �s�s2 + 2� � 1� � (3 + �)� C(�)�2s:Then, for every m, and for every on�guration ! with z and T as above,P�! (#fi : Zi = zg � m) � �1� �(s)�1�m :In partiular, if z is a good point, thenP�! (#fi : Zi = zg � m) � �1� �(1)�1�m :Proof. Reall the desription of the transition probabilities with an eletrial network. Byequation (2.3) of [19℄, starting at z, the probability of ever hitting z again is1� Cz;1�(z) (11)where �(z) is the sum of the weights of all edges ontaining z. Clearly,�(z) � �x(3 + �): (12)We need to bound Cz;1 from below. In order to do that we will bound the resistane Rz;1 =1=Cz;1 from above. For a good point z = (x; y), the resistane Rz;1 is bounded from above bythe resistane of the good path whih is 2��x� � 1 : (13)If z is in a trap T of size at most s, let z0 be a good point on the boundary of T . Then,Rz;1 � Rz;z0 +Rz0;1: (14)10



Let q = (z; : : : ; z0) be a path in T from z to z0. Then, the resistane of q is bounded by thethe produt of the length of q and the maximal resistane of all bonds in q. Sine q is in T , itslength is bounded by s2 and the maximal resistane of all bonds in q is bounded by the maximalresistane of all bonds in T whih is at most �s�x. Therefore,Rz;z0 � s2�s�x:Further, x0 � x� s. Hene, using (13) and (14),1Cz;1 = Rz;1 � ��x � �s2�s + 2�s� � 1� (15)The laim now follows from (11), (12) and (15).Proof of Lemma 5. Let p be lose enough to 1 so that Pp(S(0) � n) � �n for all n large enough,with some � < 1. Let u be large enough so thatu log� < �4; (16)and � > 1 lose enough to 1 so that u < 1200 log � : (17)By (17), for every large enough n and for every s � u logn,�(s) � n1=10: (18)By the hoie of u the probability that there exists a trap or an even trap of size bigger thanu log n somewhere in the square [�n; n℄ � [�n; n℄ is smaller than 12n�2. We now ondition onthe event A1 that there are no suh traps. Sine at times up to n the random walk annot leavethe ube [�n; n℄2, at any time before n we are either at a good vertex or in a trap of size atmost u logn.Claim 5. Conditioned on A1, with probability larger than 1 � exp(�12n1=5), the random walkvisits at least n7=10 points up to time n.Proof. By (18) and by Claim 4, for every z 2 [�n; n℄� [�n; n℄, the probability that z is visitedmore than n3=10 times is bounded by�1� n�1=10�n3=10 � exp��n2=10� :11



Therefore, the probability that any point in [�n; n℄� [�n; n℄ is visited more than n3=10 times isbounded by 4n2 exp��n2=10� � exp��12n1=5� (19)for n large enough. But if no point is visited more than n3=10 times, then at least n7=10 pointsare visited.Let B be the event that the random walk visits at least n7=10 points up to time n.Claim 6. Conditioned on B, with probability at least 1� exp(�14n1=5),max1�i�nXi � min1�i�nXi � n1=10:Proof. Reall the Varopoulos{Carne bound for the n{step transition probabilities of a reversibleMarkov hain with reversible measure � (see [7℄):P n(a; b) � 2p�(b)=�(a) exp��d(a; b)22n � (20)where d(a; b) is the (graph) { distane between a and b. Using (20) and a union bound, for every1 � i < j � n, and all !P �! �Xi = Xj and jYi � Yjj � n6=10� � Cn4 exp��12n1=5�where C = C(�) is a onstant. Taking the union over all possible pairs i; j,P �! �9i; j suh that Xi = Xj and jYi � Yjj � n6=10� � Cn6 exp��12n1=5�� exp��14n1=5�for n large enough. However, if max1�i�nXi� min1�i�nXi � n1=10 and at least n7=10 points are visited,then there have to be i and j suh that Xi = Xj and jYi � Yj j � n6=10.Claim 7. With probability at least 1� exp(�n1=30), for every 1 � i < j � nXj �Xi � �n1=20 :Proof. For z = (x; y) and z0 = (x0; y0), �(z0)�(z) � C�x0�x;12



where C = C(�) is a onstant. Fix i < j and z and z0 in [�n; n℄�[�n; n℄ suh that x�x0 > n1=20:Then, again using (20),P �! (Zi = z and Zj = z0) � 2s�(z0)�(z) � C��n1=20Summing over all of the possible values of i, j, z and z0, we getP �! �9i < j suh that Xj �Xi < �n1=20� � Cn6��n1=20� exp��n1=30�for n large enough.Hene, with P�{probability at least 1� n�2, by Claim 7min1�i�nXi � �n1=20:and, by Claim 6, max1�i�nXi � min1�i�nXi � n1=10;hene max1�i�nXi � n1=10 � n1=20;but, again due to Claim 7, Xn � max1�i�nXi � �n1=20:Hene, with P�{probability at least 1� n�2, for n large enough,Xn � n1=10 � 2n1=20 � 12n1=10:Lemma 6. Let p be lose enough to 1, and � > 1. Thenlimn!1Xn =1 P�{a.s. (21)Proof. We prove the lemma by iterating Lemma 4. Let N > 1 be an arbitrary positive integer.Let T be the even trap ontaining the origin. Let `0 = 2L(T )2 +N , and let `i+1 = 13`i=12 forevery i = 0; 1; : : :. Let �g be the �rst time in whih the walker is in a good point. We de�neindutively the following times: t0 = �g, ti+1 = � 0ti (Xti + `i=6). LetAi = �� 0ti (Xti + `i=6) < �ti(Xti � `i)	13



Figure 3: A sample path, p = 0:55 and � = 2:5, gray lines are at regenerations.Then by Lemma 4, for every i, P�(Ai) � 1�D��p`i=D:(The �rst formula in Lemma 4 is needed sine t0 is not neessarily a fresh epoh). Therefore,P�  1\i=1Ai! � 1� 2C��pN=D (22)for some C = C(�). Note that Xti � `i � Xti�1 � 1112`i�1. Hene, if Ai ours for every i, thenti <1 for every i, andXs > Xti � `i � Xt0 � `0 + 112 i�1Xj=1 `j � Xt0 + C`0�1312�ifor every s > ti. In partiular, if Ai ours for every i then (21) holds. By (22), the event in(21) ours with probability at least 1� 2C��pN=D for every N . Therefore, it ours a.s.6 The environment after a regenerationAs the reader realls from Setion 2, we say that n > 0 is a fresh epoh if Xn > Xk for all k < nand we say that a fresh epoh n is a regeneration epoh or regeneration if, in addition,14



Figure 4: A sample path, p = 0:65 and � = 2:5, gray lines are at regenerations.Xk > Xn for all k > n (see Figures 3 and 4). In this setion we onsider the distribution of theperolation luster to the right of Zn = z, given that n is a regeneration.For every z = (x; y) 2 Z2, let Sz be the environment to the right of z, i.e. for every ex > 0 andey 2 Z, the edge Sz(f(ex; ey); (ex; ey�1)g) is open if and only if f(x+ex; y+ey); (x+ex; y+ey�1)g is openand Sz(f(ex; ey); (ex+1; ey)g) is open if and only if f(x+ex; y+ey); (x+ex+1; y+ey)g is open. For everytime n let (Fn) be the future of the walk after time n, i.e. Fn(k) = Zn+k � Zn; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :.Let � = �� be the distribution of f(F0); S0g under P� , onditioned on the event fXi � 18i � 1g.This is well de�ned beause P�(Xi � 18i � 1) > 0.Lemma 7. Let Rn be the n{th regeneration. Then, for all n, the law of f(FRn); SZRng is �.Lemma 7 is proved in the same way as Proposition 3.4 of [18℄. Let � = �(p; �) = P�(Xi �18i � 1).Corollary 3. The law of f(FRn); SZRn g is absolutely ontinuous with respet to P�. Further-more, its Radon{Nikodym derivative with respet to P� isd�dP� = IfXi�18i�1g � ��1 � ��1 <1 :7 Proof of Proposition 2Proposition 2 is a onsequene of the following lemma.15



Lemma 8. Let � and p be as in Lemma 5. Then, E�(R2 �R1) <1.We will �rst show the following.Lemma 9. Let � and p be as in Lemma 5. Then, E�(R1) <1.Proof. We will show that 1Xn=1P�(R1 > n) <1: (23)We will estimate P�(R1 > n) for n large enough in order to show (23). Let u be as in theproof of Lemma 5. Let A1 be the event that the even traps (as de�ned in Page 5) in [�n; n℄2are of size not larger than u log n. For n large enough, the probability of A1 is at least 1� n�2.Let � = K2max� 3log � ; 2u� ;where K is the onstant from Lemma 3. Let n be the smallest even integer � �(log n)2 and letTi = inffk : Xk � ingClaim 8. Let g(z) be 1G(z). Let � = �(p) > 0 be the probability of a vertex to be good.Then, there exists �0 > �=2 and i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables Li; i = 1; 2; : : : where Li = 1with probability �0 and Li = 0 with probability 1 � �0, suh that the total variation distanebetween the onditional distribution of (g(ZTi); 1 � i � n1=20), given A1, and the distribution of(Li; 1 � i � n1=20) is bounded by n�2.Proof. If we ondition on nonexistene of even traps of size larger than u log n, the point ZTi isgood if and only if there exists a good path starting at ZTi and ending at the linef((i + 1)�(log n)2; y) : y 2 Zg:Let �0 be the P�{probability of the existene of suh a path. We now de�ne the random variablesLi; i = 1; 2; : : :: let Li be the indiator of the event that there is a good path starting at ZTiand ending at the line f((i + 1)�(log n)2; y) : y 2 Zg. Sine we ondition on the origin being inthe in�nite luster in the left half{plane, the onditional probability of fLn = 1g, given H(ZTn)and the perolation on�guration on f(x; y)jx � ZTng, does not depend on H(ZTn) and theperolation on�guration on f(x; y)jx � ZTng. Therefore, the random variables Li are i.i.d.Sine the onditional distribution of (g(ZTi); 1 � i � n1=20), given A1, was obtained from thedistribution of (Li; 1 � i � n1=20) by onditioning on an event of probability at least 1 � n�2,the total variation distane between the two distributions is bounded by n�2.16



Let A2 be the event that Ti < n for every 1 � i � n1=20. By Lemma 5, for n large enough,P�(A2) � 1� n�2.Let A3 be the event that there are at least 14�n1=20 values of i in f1; 2; :::; [n1=20 ℄g suh thatg(ZTi) = 1. By Claim 8, for n large enough, P�(A3jA1) � 1 � 3n�2 and therefore P�(A3) �1� 4n�2.Let �j be the j{th value of Ti suh that g(ZTi) = 1. We de�neD(i) = inffXk �X�i : k > �igand eD(i) = inffXk �X�i : �i < k < �i+1g :Claim 9. There exists � > 0 suh thatP�H(�i)(D(i) = 1) � � P�{a.s.Proof. The laim is a diret onsequene of Lemma 3: take ` suh that K��p`=K < 1, then theprobability of the event fD(i) = 1g is bounded below by (� + 3)�2`(1�K��p`=K).Obviously, D(i) � eD(i) for every i. Therefore,P�H(�i)( eD(i) = 1) � � P�{a.s. (24)Note that, for all i, eD(i�1) isH(�i){measurable. Therefore, by (24) and suessive onditioning,for every k, P�( eD(i) < 1 for all i = 1; : : : ; k) � (1� �)k:Let A4 be the event that there exists some 1 � i � 14�n1=20 suh that eD(i) = 1. Then,P�(A4) � 1� (1� �) �n1=204 = 1� o(n�2) :Let A5 be the event that D(i) = eD(i) for every 1 � i � 14�n1=20. For every i,D(i) = min� eD(i);D(i + 1) +X�i+1 �X�i� : (25)By Lemma 3,P�(D(i+ 1) � X�i �X�i+1) � P�(D(i+ 1) � �� logn) � K��3 lognlog � = Kn�3 (26)Combining (25) and (26), we get that P�(D(i) 6= eD(i)) � Kn�3 for every i. Therefore, P�(A5) =1� o(n�2). 17



Claim 10. If A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 all our, then R1 � n.Proof. By the ourrene of A2 and A3, �i < n for every i 2 Bn = [1; : : : ; 14�n1=20℄. By theourrene of A4, there exists i0 2 Bn suh that eD(i0) = 1. By the ourrene of A5, D(i0) = 1.Let t = �i0 . Then t < n. By the de�nition of f�ig, the epoh t is a fresh epoh. On the otherhand, for every k > t,Xk � Xt +min(Xj �Xt : j > t) = Xt +D(i0) = Xt + 1 > Xtand therefore t is a regeneration epoh.Hene P�(R1 > n) � P�(A1) + P�(A2) + P�(A3) + P�(A4) + P�(A5) = O(n�2);whih yields (23).Proof of Lemma 8. For a random variable X and a distribution �, we denote the expeted valueof X under � by E�(X). We want to show that EP�(R2 � R1) < 1. Reall the distribution� = �� from Setion 6. The distribution of R2 �R1 under P� is the same as the distribution ofR1 under �. Therefore, all we need to show is that E�(R1) < 1. But, using Corollary 3 andLemma 9, E�(R1) � EP�(R1) � sup� d�dP�� <1 :
8 RenormalizationIn this setion we show how to ombine standard renormalization ideas with our arguments inorder to arry over our results for every p > p. We use the renormalization sheme that is usedin [6℄, [15℄ and [1℄. Fix a value p 2 (p; 1).Notie that everything we did so far is also valid when we onsider site perolation withretention probability p̂ < 1 instead of bond perolation. We will assume that p̂ < 1 is loseenough to 1 to apply our previous arguments (to be spei�ed later). Let N be a (large) positiveinteger, divisible by 8.For eah v 2 N � Z2 de�ne QN (v) to be the square of side{length 5N=4 entered at v. Letp 2 (p; 1). Consider i.i.d. bond perolation with parameter p on Z2, and let Ap be the randomset of verties v 2 N �Z2 suh that QN (v) ontains a onneted open omponent whih onnets18



all 4 faes of QN (v) but ontains no other onneted open omponent of diameter greater thanN=10. It follows from Proposition 2.1 in [2℄ that if N is large enough then Ap dominates i.i.d.site perolation with parameter p̂ on Z2. We hoose N to be suh a large enough value.For p lose to p it is possible to show that there is (a.s.) no point in the lattie that satis�esthe de�nition of a good point (De�nition 1 on page 4). Therefore, we need a new notion of apoint being good. In order to avoid onfusion, we will use the term p{good for the new de�nition.De�nition 3. We say that a square QN (v) is p{good if v 2 Ap and there exist v1 = v =(x1; y1); v2 = (x2; y2); v3 = (x3; y3); v4 = (x4; y4); ::: suh that(A) For every k, xk � xk�1 = N and yk � yk�1 = �N .(B) For every k, both vk and vk + (N; 0) are in Ap.A square is onsidered p{bad if it is not p{good.If z is a point in the p{good square QN (v1) that belongs to the big omponent in the square,then there exists an in�nite path starting at z that is ontained in the union of the squaresQN (v1); QN (v1 + (N; 0)); QN (v2); QN (v2 + (N; 0)); QN (v3); QN (v3 + (N; 0)); : : :. (This followsfrom the de�nition of Ap | note that a onneted omponent rossing the overlapping part oftwo good squares has to ross both squares!) We all this path a p{good path starting at z.De�nition 4. We say that a point z is p{bad if it is in a p{bad square and belongs to thein�nite luster.De�nition 5. We say that a point z is p{good if(A) z is not p{bad.(B) There exists an (in�nite) p{good path z1 = (x1; y1) = z; z2 = (x2; y2); z3 = (x3; y3); z4 =(x4; y4); : : : starting at z suh that xk > x1 for every k > 1.De�nition 6. A p{trap is a onneted omponent of p{bad points.Remark 2. The reader is advised to notie that:(A) The squares are not disjoint. Therefore a point ould belong to both a p{good square and ap{bad square. In this ase, if it is onneted to in�nity then it is p{bad.(B) Not all of the points that are onneted to in�nity are p{good or p{bad.(C) A p{good path may also ontain p{bad points.(D) If p̂ is lose enough to 1, a square has a positive probability of being p{good, and a vertexhas a positive probability of being p{good.In partiular, a point at the boundary of a p{trap might not be a p{good point. Therefore,we also need the following weaker de�nition. 19



De�nition 7. A p{OK point is a point that is not p{bad and is in the big luster of a p{goodsquare.One we de�ned a p{trap and a p{OK point, the argument for transiene of the randomwalk follows the same lines as in the ase where p is lose enough to 1. More preisely, let Tp(z)be the p{trap ontaining z, and let Lp(z) and Wp(z) be the length and the width of Tp(z).Lemma 10. There exists � < 1 suh that bPp(Lp(0) � n) � �n and bPp(Wp(0) � n) � �n forevery n.The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma 1, assuming p̂ is lose enough to 1 andonsidering oriented perolation on the sublattie of the enters of squares.Lemma 11. For a point z = (x; y), let OK(z) be the event that z is a p{OK point. Then, thereexists a onstant K 0 = K 0(p; �) suh that for every ` = 1; 2; : : :,P�H(n) (there is an m � n suh that Xm � x� `) jZn = z ; F (n);OK(z)) � K 0��p`=K0 :The proof, again, is similar to that of Lemma 3 sine one an bound from below the ondu-tane of every p{good path starting at z.In order to prove the equivalents of Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 we need the following simplelaim:Claim 11. Let T be a p{trap. Every point at the boundary of T is p{OK.Using Claim 11, Lemma 11 and Lemma 10 we an now prove the following two lemmas thesame way Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 were proved.Lemma 12. For � > 1 lose enough to 1, there exists a onstant C suh that for every n largeenough, P�(Xn � Cn 110 ) � n�2:Lemma 13. Let � > 1, then limn!1Xn =1 P�{a.s. (27)The proof of Theorem 1 now a follows the same lines as the proof of Proposition 2 in Setion7, using the notions \p{good" and \p{trap" instead of \good" and \trap".
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9 Zero speed regionTheorem 4. For every p 2 (p; 1), there exists a �nite value �u = �u(p) > 1 suh that for� > �u, limn!1 Xnn = 0 P�{a.s.Further, limp&p �u(p) = 1.Proof. We will �rst de�ne �u and show that for � > �u, the speed of the random walk is 0.For this purpose, we will onsider on�gurations where the origin 0 is the beginning of a deadend. Call a vertex z = (x; y) the beginning of a dead end if z is in the in�nite lusterto its left, but in a �nite luster to its right. The dead end starting at z is the �nite lusterto the right of z, ontaining z. We now onsider a dead end A starting at the origin. Letd(A) := maxfx : (x; y) 2 Ag denote the depth of A. Let N(A) denote the number of verties ofA whih are on the line L = f(0; y) : y 2 Zg. Let EA denote the set of edges of A and BA denotethe set of all edges whih have at least one vertex in A, but are not in EA. The probability of Aunder i.i.d. bond perolation is pA := pjEAj(1� p)jBAj. Let DE denote the set of all dead ends.The following laim is easy, we omit its proof.Claim 12. Let f!r = Ag denote the event that all the edges in EA are open in ! and all theedges in BA are losed in !. Then, bPp (!r = A) � C(p)pAwhere C(p) is a onstant depending only on p.Let �(p; �) := XA2DE pA0�N(A)�1 Xe=(z1;z2)2EA �x1_x21A (28)where z1 = (x1; y1) and z2 = (x2; y2). We de�ne �u = �u(p) as the threshold value for onver-gene, i.e. suh that �(p; �) < 1 for � < �u and �(p; �) = 1 for � > �u. It is easy to see,giving a lower bound for �(p; �), that �u <1 for all p. Let T0 := inffj > 1 : Xj = 0g, and letTA be the time spent in the dead end A. Then, on f!r = Ag, E�!(TA) = E�!(T0jX1 � 0).Lemma 14. For � > �u, E�(T0) =1 : (29)Proof. We will show that for � > �u, the expeted time spent in a dead end starting at 0 isin�nite, giving a lower bound for the latter by onsidering the time spent in the dead end up to21



the �rst return to L. Consider the random walk on A, starting from 0. Let TA;0 := inffj > 1 :Zj 2 Lg. We have, on f!r = Ag,E�!(TA;0jX1 � 0) � 23 + �N(A)�1 Xe=(z1;z2)2EA �x1_x2 (30)This follows from the fat that for a reurrent Markov hain on A with invariant measure �,the expeted return time to a vertex z is �(A)=�(z). In our ase, the invariant measure �(z) isgiven by the sum of the weights of all edges e = (z; �) where the weight of an edge e = (z1; z2),z1 = (x1; y1), z2 = (x2; y2) is given by �x1_x2 , hene �(A) = 2 Pe=(z1;z2)2EA �x1_x2 . (30) nowfollows by merging all of the verties of A \ L into one vertex.Lemma 15. For � > �u, the speed of the random walk is zero.Proof. We de�ne a sequene of ladder times L1; L2; : : :. Let L1 be the �rst fresh epoh suhthat ZL1 is the beginning of a dead end. Let AL1 be the dead end starting at L1 and d(AL1) itsdepth. Let L2 be the �rst fresh epoh suh that XL2 > XL1 + d(AL1) and ZL2 is the beginningof a dead end, and ontinue the reursion. If n is a fresh epoh, the environment to the right ofZn has the same distribution as the environment to the right of the origin under bPp. Therefore,the probability that the �rst hitting time of f(x; y) : x = XLi + d(ALi) + 1g is a ladder time isstritly positive and does not depend on i. In partiular, there are in�nitely many ladder times.We will show that XLn=Ln ! 0, P�{a.s. for n!1. Note that Li+1�Li � TAi and the randomvariables (TAi) are i.i.d. under P� and have, due to Lemma 14, in�nite expetation for � > �u.This implies that Ln=n ! 1, P�{a.s. for n ! 1. On the other hand, the random variablesXLi+1 � XLi are i.i.d. and we laim that they have exponential tails and, in partiular, �niteexpetations. To see this, note that due to Lemma 1 and Lemma 10, the depth of a dead endhas an exponential tail, i.e. bPp(d(A0) � s) � exp(�(p)s) for s large enough, where (p) is someonstant depending only on p. For an integer t whih is divisible by 20, we want to estimate theprobability of the event XLi+1 �XLi > t:Let s = t=20. Let �j := inffk : Xk = XLi + 10jg, j = 1; 2; : : :. Let B denote the event that 0is onneted to f(10; y) : y 2 Zg if we remove all the verties on the line f(�1; y) : y 2 Zg, andlet  = bPp(B). Then, onditioning on the event that the dead end beginning at Li has depthat most 12 t, onsider the fresh epohs �j; j = 11s; : : : ; 20s. They have either to be beginnings ofdead ends or they have to be onneted to the next line at distane 10. HeneP�(XLi+1 �XLi � t) � exp��(p)12 t�+ s � exp(�e(p)t)22



for some onstant e(p).Hene, lim supXLn=n < 1, P�{a.s. and we onlude that XLn=Ln ! 0, P�{a.s. SineLn+1=Ln ! 1, P�{a.s. for n!1, this suÆes to prove that Xn=n! 0, P�{a.s. for n!1.Lemma 16. We have �u(p)! 1 for p& p.Proof. Fix � > 1. Let �+Bn := f(x; y) : x = n and jyj � ng. Then, for every n, using the proofof Lemma 14, E�(T0jX1 � 0)� �n bPp(0 is onneted to a vertex v 2 �+Bn)� bPp(the lusters of all verties z 2 �+Bn are �nite) :Now, sine p > p, bPp(0 is onneted to a vertex v 2 �+Bn) � �p > 0: (31)Let Æ > 0 be suh that W := �(1� Æ)4 > 1:For p lose enough to p, sine �(p) = 0, Pp(C0 �nite) � 1�Æ (where �(p) denotes the probabilitythat the origin belongs to an in�nite open luster, and we refer to [13℄ for the fat that �(p) = 0).Hene, using the FKG inequality, Pp(the lusters of all verties z 2 �+Bn are �nite) an beestimated as follows. For p lose enough to p,Pp(the lusters of all verties z 2 �+Bn are �nite) � (1� Æ)4n :We onlude that alsobPp(the lusters of all verties z 2 �+Bn are �nite) � (1� Æ)4n :for some onstant  = (p). Thus, for every n,E�(T0jX1 � 0) � �p�n(1� Æ)4n = �pW n: (32)Sine W > 1 and (32) holds for every n, we onlude that E�(T0jX1 � 0) =1. Realling (28)and (30), we see that �(p; �) =1, hene � � �u.Theorem 4 now follows from Lemma 15 and Lemma 16.23
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